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Receive as SMS on phone
Unthreaded Conversation








Demographic (according to Nielsen Online)
7 million unique visitors in Feb 2009
42% users were 35-49
62% only access from work
Do you need a phone?
Short answer: No. 
Smartphones grew even while phone sales shrank (Gartner)
Phones get smarter












Tweetdeck,             Tweetie, 
Twidroid 
TwitterFeed, Ping.fm
Seesmic Desktop, Visible 





























Toolbox for Information management
It's ok to ignore messages. Really. 
 
RSS Feeds - Google Reader
Firefox plugins
    Power Twitter
    Greasemonkey + Twitter Results in Google
Tweetdeck - search for keywords or hashtags, 
    divide into priority groups






Assign a hashtag 
Visible Tweets 
 




Or outside of Twitter 
Yammer, Plurk, Tumblr, Facebook
Account Security
Avoid being hacked like Twitter, Inc! 
Double check your security questions
       Tell lies
Double check your secondary email accounts
       Do not use Hotmail 
Double check your passwords
Don't reuse passwords
            use PassPack or KeePass  
A Few Classroom Ideas
Research
Networking 
Fieldtrips
Sociology/Psychology 
Brainstorming
Language 
 
Questions?
